The Code 3® LED Visor Flip Light is lightweight with extremely bright LEDs that provide emergency lighting only when needed. The unit fits snugly on the vehicle’s visor and is unseen until energised. Simple to operate, the flip light easily plugs into cigarette lighter.

Design Features

- 26 Flash Patterns
- Red or Blue LEDs
- No Bulb Replacement Ever Required
- Less Than 0.5 Amp per Module
- Colored or Clear Outer Lenses
- Black Polycarbonate Housing
- 9 foot Lighter Plug with On/Off Switch
- Mounts with Two Velcro® Straps

Specifications

- Dimensions: 137mm H x 280mm W x 25mm D
- Weight: 40 grams
- 12 Volt
- 5-Year Warranty
- Meets all applicable SAE specifications when properly configured

Part Numbers

VFP36RB